Corked
By Kathryn Borel
Uproarious, poignant, painfully
introspective, and filled with cunning little details about wine, this
is a book for any reader who has
sought a connection with a complex family member.
914.404 BOR
A Year in Provence
By Peter Mayle

Want more book
recommendations?

Travel Memoirs
Check out our Readers Advisory
page at www.greenwoodlibrary.us/
recommendations

In this witty and warmhearted account, Mayle
tells what it is like to realize a
long-cherished dream and
actually move into a 200year-old stone farmhouse in
Provence, France.
944 MAY
A Passion for Paris
By David Downie
A unique combination of
memoir, history, and travelogue, this is author David
Downie’s irreverent quest to
uncover why Paris is the
world’s most romantic city.
944.361 DOW
The Geography of Bliss
By Eric Weiner
Weiner, admitted grump
and self-help book aficionado, undertook a year's research to travel the globe,
looking for the "unheralded
happy places."
910.4 WEI
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Honeymoon with my Brother
By Franz Wisner

Long Way Round
By Ewan McGregor

Under the Tuscan Sun
By Frances Mayes

Franz recounts this remarkable journey, during which he
turned his heartbreak into
an opportunity to learn
about himself, the world,
and his brother.
910.4 WIS

Ewan McGregor and his
friend Charley ride over
20,000 miles in 4 months
changing their lives forever
in the process.
910.41 MCG

Frances Mayes opens the
door to a wondrous new
world when she buys and restores an abandoned villa in
the spectacular Tuscan
countryside.
914.55 MAY

Queen of the Road
By Doreen Orien
A pampered Long Island
princess hits the road in a
converted bus with her
wilderness-loving husband in
this offbeat and romantic
memoir.
917.304 ORI

My Life in France
By Julia Child

Eat, Pray, Love
By Elizabeth Gilbert

In her own words, here is the
captivating story of Julia
Child’s years in France, where
she fell in love with French
food and found ‘her true
calling.’
BIO CHILD

Gilbert set out to examine
three different aspects of her
nature, set against the backdrop of three different cultures: pleasure in Italy, devotion in India, and love on the
Indonesian island of Bali.
910.4 GIL

Seven Years in Tibet
By Heinrich Harrer

Without Reservations
By Alice Steinbach

Heinrich Harrer recounts his
adventures as one of the
first Europeans ever to enter
Tibet.
951.504 HAR

This revealing and witty
book transports you into a
fascinating inner and outer
journey as Steinbach travels
across Europe.
Available from Overdrive

In a Sunburned Country
By Bill Bryson
Bill Bryson recounts his adventures in Australia, the country
that doubles as a continent,
and a place with the friendliest inhabitants, the hottest,
driest weather, and the most
peculiar and lethal wildlife to
be found on the planet.
919.404 BRY

Life is a Wheel
By Bruce Weber
Bestselling author Bruce
Weber shares his adventures
from his solo ride across the
USA.
796.6 WEB

A Woman Alone
The idea of a journey without
companions is too daunting
for most travelers. Not so the
women of this collection.
These contemporary pioneers
savor the ultimate freedom of
solo travel.
910.4082 WOM

When a Crocodile Eats the
Sun
By Peter Godwin
A stirring memoir of the disintegration of a family set
against the collapse of a
country, and a vivid portrait
of the profound strength of
the human spirit and the
enduring power of love.
968.9105GOD

